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With today’s market conditions, capturing 
buyer activity signals is more vital than ever 
to direct sales and marketing efforts to those 
accounts showing in-market activity.

Buyer activity signals—combining what you’re able to capture 

on your own properties and obtain through third party sources—

provide access to a more complete view of total demand activity 

in your total addressable market at any given point in time. 

Furthermore, the more granular and rich the signals’ components, 

the greater their accuracy will be in pinpointing opportunity and 

the greater potential that they will offer a guide to modifying your 

efforts in line with real behavior in the marketplace. With today’s 

evolving market conditions, capturing this data is more vital than 

ever to direct sales and marketing efforts to those accounts 

showing in-market activity. 

In fact, research and advisory firm TOPO found that 78% of 

companies have reallocated resources between segments or 

accounts since the COVID-19 pandemic began. Their research 

found that marketing investment and SDR activity is being shifted 

to the strongest accounts, while employing triggers like using 

intent, engagement and inbound activity to identify additional 

accounts that can be prioritized.



  

Challenging Times Call for More Agility with Target Account Lists
73% have made changes to their target market or target account list.

• Lower priority accounts should be removed

• Other accounts re-examined

The result: a smaller set of the best fit accounts. Update your targeted account lists taking  
the following into account:

Source: Doubling Down on Account-Based in a Digital Environment, TOPO
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You need to go beyond more common 
sources of behavioral data to find active 
account demand

With buyer priorities shifting quickly in an uncertain market, 

it’s important to go beyond the three more common sources 

of behavioral data to pinpoint active demand. First, and most 

common, are the “leads” you’re already buying or capturing 

inbound from your website and outbound with your marketing 

automation platform (MAP). Leads are typically exhibiting a  

single consumption behavior in response to a single asset. 

Likewise, the activity we’re talking about here is very different from 

the signals you can pick up about a company or an individual by 

scraping investment sites like Crunchbase or public relations news 

about big new deals or personnel changes you might get from 

LinkedIn. While useful as background for sales call preparation 

and relationship management, these are neither intense enough 

nor directionally powerful enough to depend on as drivers of 

concerted outbound activity. They can’t tell you who exactly is 

involved, where a buy is coming from now, or what other types of 

purchases could be coming in the future.

Furthermore, while there are increasingly promising sources of 

account-level buying signals that can narrow your ABM list a great 

deal, many rely on IP lookup to reconcile account “surge” across 

the open web. With many workforces continuing to work remotely,  

this method can make it challenging to identify accounts in market. 

Without knowing the specific people involved and the issues at 

play at a very granular level, you simply can’t target as tightly or 

message as precisely as is needed to maximize productivity. And 

finally, you can focus efforts on topics buyers are searching today 

as they reflect shifting priorities as business conditions change. 
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Contact-level purchase intent helps you 
optimize account lists and identify real buying 
teams to pursue better opportunities now

Contact-level purchase intent will help you see better—get more 

access to the data on buyer activity—inside your accounts so you 

can discover exactly what the real and current revenue potential 

is for your business. This allows you to make more informed 

decisions on account selection and prioritization in order to make 

the right adjustments to your account list. And by pinpointing the 

active individuals who comprise the buying team within a target, 

you can identify and confirm more opportunities right now. Most 

importantly, by properly capturing and retaining critical demand 

information on your accounts and prospects, you unlock more 

value and ultimately make it usable for sales to convert.

Know When Buyer Interest Changes

Recent TechTarget network trends found that buyers were 

focused on pandemic-related topics like video conferencing 

and collaboration early on, but are starting to shift to longer 

term priorities to stimulate growth, with high concentration 

of visitor traffic currently directed to topics covering digital 

transformation. Insights  also indicate that aligning offerings 

to key areas of business resiliency and digital enablement is 

an imperative for marketing and sales teams. 

WATCH THE VIDEO: Observations on current buyer 

research behavior for tech vendor marketing and sales

https://www.techtarget.com/resources/observations-on-current-buyer-research-behavior-for-tech-vendor-marketing-and-sales/
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Conclusion

To learn more 
about how 
TechTarget’s 
Priority Engine real 
purchase intent 
platform can help 

you drive more success with Account-
Based Marketing, click here.

Savvy marketing and sales teams are 
embracing real purchase intent and  
buyer activity signals to reshape ABM in  
a rapidly changing business landscape.  
From uncovering accounts showing in-market 
activity, to making agile changes to account lists 
and reallocating resources between segments and 
accounts, these insights are helping marketing and 
sales teams become smarter, more agile and more 
customer-centric than ever before.

Adapted from articles by TechTarget CMO John Steinert, 
previously published in Marketing Land.

https://reg.techtarget.com/ebook-PE-Demo-form.html
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